SUN Movement Executive Committee

Code of Conduct

The Code of Conduct of the SUN Movement Executive Committee is based on the SUN Principles of Engagement detailed in the SUN Movement Strategy 2016-2020. While the Principles of Engagement provide an ethical framework for the SUN Movement, this Code of Conduct reflects the particular needs of SUN Movement Executive Committee.

The SUN Movement Executive Committee is committed to uphold the highest standards of integrity, transparency and accountability and to act according to the principles of the SUN Movement and to promote these principles. The SUN Movement Executive Committee is mindful that they have a special role to play in promoting the SUN Movement and its goals to other stakeholders.

This Code of Conduct is a living document. Its value to the SUN Movement lies in its ability to create an enhancing environment for an ethical culture.

Code of Conduct terms

In my role as a member of the SUN Movement Executive Committee:

- I, ANNA LARTEY, will treat others with respect and consideration and will be sensitive to the fact that some statements, even some jokes may be perceived, heard or understood in very different manners by the audience, and as offending, discriminatory, even as sexist or racist, from a gender or a cultural perspective.

- I, ANNA LARTEY, will act with honesty and integrity and in accordance with the principles of the SUN Movement and governing laws and legislation that have application to the responsibilities they perform in their capacity representing the SUN Movement.

- I, ANNA LARTEY, will communicate and consult with other parts of the Movement openly and in a manner that assists each individual to fulfil their duties and responsibilities faithfully and efficiently.

- I, ANNA LARTEY, will respect the privacy and private lives of colleagues when dealing with personal information.

- I, ANNA LARTEY, will consult the SUN Countries, SUN Movement Lead Group, SUN Movement Coordinator, SUN Movement Secretariat and SUN Network Secretariats in the development and implementation of any activities that could have an impact on them.

I, ANNA LARTEY, hereby accept and adhere to the SUN Principles of Engagement and the terms of the SUN Movement Executive Committee Code of Conduct.

Name: ANNA LARTEY

Signature: [Signature]

Date: 1 July, 2019